
Home Learning Ideas One

Go on a number hunt around your 
house or outside. 

What numbers can you see?  
What are the numbers for?  
What  do they tell us? 

Sing some nursery rhymes or songs 
with a grown up.   

What is your favourite? Do you know 
the actions? Can you clap along in a 
steady beat?

Can you help get ready for dinner? 
How many plates, cups, knives and 
forks or spoons will you need for 
each person?

Share a story with an adult.  What 
was your favourite part of the story? 
Who is your favourite person in the 
story?

Look in the cupboard for three 
different sized tins or packets.  Feel 
them.  Are they heavy or light? Can 
you work out which is the heaviest? 
Which is the lightest? Put them in 
order.

Read a favourite story with a family 
member.  
If it is safe to do so - visit your local 
library.  

Can you go on a colour treasure 
hunt? Around the house can you find 
things that are different colours and 
then sort them into sets of green 
things, blue things, red things etc. 

Practice using scissors to cut some 
pictures out of a newspaper or 
catalogue.  Maybe you can make a 
picture with them.  

Help with the washing! Can you help 
match all the pairs of socks from the 
washing? Look for patterns that are 
the same or things that are the same 
colour.  

Play Kim’s game with a grown up.  
Put five or six small items on the 
floor.  Try and remember them! Close 
your eyes.  The grown up will take 
away one item and cover the ones 
that are left with a tea towel. Open 
your eyes and look, what’s missing?

Ask a grown up to show you some 
coins.  Talk about the names of the 
coins.  Look for the small number on 
each coin that tells you how much it 
is worth.  What colours and sizes are 
they?

What am I?  The grown up will give 
you some clues about an animal, it 
has spots, it has a long neck.  Can 
you work out what animal it is from 
the clues?

Spot the difference.  Look at the 
grown up or around the room.  Try 
and remember what everything looks 
like. Close your eyes.  The grown up 
will change one thing ( glasses on/off, 
move ornament etc) Can you find 
what has changed? 

What shapes can you see around 
your house? Can you find circles, 
squares, rectangles and triangles?  

Can you tell a story you know to a 
grown up? Can you put get the bits 
of the story in the right order and tell 
it so it makes sense? 

Can you help sort the knives, forks 
and spoons into the drawer?  Make 
sure things of the same type go 
together.  `
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